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1 Introduction

A strategically planned transmission network is an important source of flexibility for the
integration of large-scale renewable energy (RE). Such a network can offer access to a broad
geographic diversity of resources, which can reduce flexibility needs and facilitate sharing
between neighboring balancing areas (Cochran et al. 2014; Milligan et al. 2015). This report
builds on two previous NREL technical reports—Advancing System Flexibility for High
Penetration Renewable Integration (Milligan et al. 2015) and ‘Renewables-Friendly’ Grid
Development Strategies (Hurlbut et al. 2015)— which discuss various flexibility options and
provide an overview of U.S. market models and grid planning. This report focuses on addressing
issues with cross-regional/provincial transmission in China with the aim of integrating renewable
resources that are concentrated in remote areas and require inter-regional/provincial power
exchange.
Many previous studies have focused on long-distance transmission as a challenge for renewable
integration in China (Cheung 2011; IRENA 2014; Ni and Yang 2012; Kahrl and Wang 2015).
Three aspects of China's inter-provincial transmission process are important to RE integration:
planning, power exchange scheduling, and pricing. The experience of the United States in
transmission planning is given in the ‘Renewables-Friendly’ Grid Development Strategies report;
in this report, we examine U.S. experience in transmission scheduling, pricing, access, and
allocation and we look closely at cases in both regional transmission organization (RTO) regions
and non-RTO regions, and implications for consideration in China.

2 Challenges in Cross-Provincial Consumption of
Renewable Energy in China

2.1 Renewable Development and Transmission Network in China

Over the past ten years, China has seen tremendous growth in RE development accompanied by
high levels of curtailment. The amount of wind curtailment in China hit a record high of 33.9
terawatt hours (TWh) in 2015, representing an average wind curtailment rate of 15%, and
reached as high as 39% in Gansu Province (NEA 2016c). The average solar curtailment was
12.6% in 2015 and 30.7% in Gansu (CPIA 2016).
One of the major challenges for China’s RE integration, and an impetus for cross-provincial
transmission, is that the RE resources are located far from the load centers. This heightens the
need for inter-regional and inter-provincial transmission, as resource-rich areas are not able to
consume all of what they generate locally. By the end of 2015, the cumulative installed capacity
of wind power reached 145.36 gigawatts (GW) in China, 51.7% of which is located in only five
provinces/autonomous regions (Inner Mongolia, Xinjiang, Gansu, Hebei, and Shandong) in the
northern part of China (CWEA 2016). Installed capacity of solar reached 43.18 GW in 2015;
four Northern provinces (Gansu, Xinjiang, Qinghai, and Inner Mongolia) account for 51.6%
(NEA 2016a). China’s load centers, however, are located along the coast. The resource and load
mismatch is further exacerbated by the economic slowdown: the electricity consumption in the
State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC) territory only grew by 0.1% in 2015, and the growth
rates of electricity consumption in the Northeast, Northwest, and North China regions are
lagging behind that of the eastern regions (SGCC 2016a).
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China has significant grid infrastructure, but the current institutional setup is not fully conducive
to cross-provincial consumption of RE (see Section 2.2). Mainland China has seven regional
grids (six synchronous grids): Northeast Grid, Northwest Grid, North China Grid, Central China
Grid, East China Grid, South China Grid, and Tibet Grid. Among them, North China Grid and
Central China Grid are synchronized through the Jindong-Jingmeng 1,000kV HVAC project.
Balancing is primarily done at the provincial level rather than at the regional level. Over the
years, China has been building a significant amount of inter-regional and inter-provincial
transmission. By the end of 2013, 15 inter-regional transmission lines, totaling 12,739 km, were
in operation in China, all owned by SGCC; 219 inter-provincial lines, 43,255 km in total, were in
operation, 153 of which are owned by SGCC and the rest by China Southern Power Grid
Company (CSG) (NEA 2015a). Some of the inter-regional and inter-provincial transmission
projects were primarily built for RE integration purposes, including the Northeast Grid-North
China Grid back-to-back high-voltage, direct current (HVDC) expansion project, and the 800 kV
Hami-Zhengzhou ultra-high voltage direct current (UHV DC) project (SGCC 2016b). The
necessity for inter-regional and inter-provincial power exchange has been an integral feature of
the Chinese power system, albeit not primarily for wind and solar integration. In 2015, interregional/provincial power exchange reached 884.2 TWh, 15.9% of total electricity consumption
nationally (NEA 2016b). With the construction of more UHV transmission, inter-regional and
inter-provincial power flows could play an even greater role in the integration of renewable
energy in this resource-load-unbalanced country. Figure 1 shows an illustration of major current
and planned transmission lines in the seven regional grids, along with approximate provincial
load sizes and RE source availability.
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Figure 1. Map of regional grids on mainland China
Sources: NEA, SGCC, CSG
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2.2 Inter-Regional/Provincial Transmission Issues in China

A series of issues related to inter-regional and inter-provincial transmission has hindered the
integration of renewables. These include uncoordinated planning of generation and transmission,
administrative planning of the network power exchange, and pricing and trading mechanisms.
2.2.1 Generation and Transmission Planning
The 2015 power sector reform document (often referred to as “Paper No. 9”) calls for
strengthening coordinated planning of the power sector (NDRC 2015). Currently, RE generation
planning is not coordinated with transmission planning. During the 12th Five-Year Plan (20102015) period, China released specific planning documents for wind and solar generation but did
not provide any guideline for grid planning to meet the transmission needs of these new
generation bases (Wang 2016). Analysts found that the approval and construction of a typical
wind farm in China take slightly more than 20 months, but the corresponding grid would take
more than 40 months to be planned, approved, and constructed, lagging far behind China’s RE
deployment (Wang 2016). Table 1 shows the planned capacity of seven of China’s large wind
energy bases and the needed additional transmission capacity as estimated by the State Grid
Energy Research Institute, along with the construction status of those transmission lines. Note
that not all estimated needed transmission additions result in a concrete plan of construction. The
table helps to illustrate that the planning and construction of the large-scale wind energy bases in
China are well ahead of those for transmission.
Table 1. Construction Status of Estimated Needed Transmission Additions for Wind Energy Bases
by the End of 2015
Hami

West
East
Inner
Jilin
Jiuquan Inner
Mongolia Mongolia

Heilongjiang

Zhangbei

Planned wind
capacity (GW) in
a
2015

9

13

13

7

8

6

10

Planned wind
capacity (GW) in
2020

17

15

38.3

13

15

10

16

Needed additional
transmission
capacity (GW)

10

11

13

8

6

6

11

Transmission Lines Completed Under Construction No Transmission Construction Plan
a

Installed capacity is not available for all the wind bases at the time of writing, but it is safe to assume
that they have met their planned installation targets by 2015
Source: Liu 2016, RAP 2016

On the other hand, some recently built inter-provincial transmission lines have low utilization
factors due to predominantly generation and transmission planning issues. The highest capacity
utilization to date at the cross-section of the four-circuit 750kV transmission from Xinjiang to the
Northwest Grid for instance, was 2GW in 2014, less than half of its rated capacity. (NEA 2016e)
This is primarily because of the slowdown in Qinghai Province’s load growth and its own local
renewable energy development, as well as the delay in generation built in Xinjiang Province.
4
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The Electric Power Planning Management Measures, released in June 2016, is an effort to
coordinate the planning efforts at the central and provincial level across different NEA
departments and entities. According to the Measures, NEA is responsible for power sector
planning at the national (and regional) level, which should include large hydro, nuclear, wind,
solar (photovoltaic [PV] and concentrated solar power [CSP]), and coal generation planning, as
well as inter-regional/provincial transmission projects, intra-provincial transmission projects
above 500 kV, and the scale of provincial self-consumption coal and gas generation. This
planning would be done by power-sector-planning research institutes and implemented by power
companies (NEA 2016d).
2.2.2 Inter-Regional/Provincial Power Exchange Scheduling and Trading
One of the main issues with the inter-regional and inter-provincial power exchange is that the
vast majority of the electricity transferred between the provinces is planned administratively
(both the amount and the price) on an annual basis. Table 2 shows a breakdown of the different
types of inter-regional and inter-provincial power exchanges in 2010.
Table 2. Inter-Regional/Inter-Provincial Scheduling and Trading Information for 2010
Type

Examples

Electricity
Transferred
(TWh)

Central government
ordered or approved
interchange

Transfer of generation from the
Three Gorges Dam, Gezhou
Dam, and Lijiaxia Dam; interregional and some inter-provincial
transmission in the Northeast
Region; transfer from Sichuan
and Anhui Province to the east

352.7

Set by the central
government

Provincial government
led transfer

Transfer from the west to the east
in the Southern China Grid

95.9

Set by provincial
governments

Grid company
scheduled transfer

UHV transfer, Northern China
Grid to Central China Grid
transfer, Anhui export (except to
the east)

19.2

Set by grid companies

Partial market trading

Transfer in Northwest, Central
China, Eastern China, and
Northern China Grids except the
capacity set through previous
types

107.3

Scheduled by SGCC or
negotiated between the
regional/provincial grids.
The amount is
determined through
bidding by the
generators or through
procurement, etc.

Market trading

Eastern China monthly bidding;
Central China hydro emergency
trading; Yunan hydro to
Guangdong Province that
exceeds the previously planned
amount

5.1

Negotiated between the
grid and the generation
company

Price and Amount
Formation

Source: SERC 2011
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More recent numbers are not available, but NEA’s 2016 report on national electricity trading
stated that planned arrangements and provincial government negotiation are still the primary
ways in which the inter-regional/inter-provincial power exchange amount and prices are decided
(NEA 2016b). Some provincial governments extensively intervene in the inter-regional and
inter-provincial trading. For example, the Energy Administration of Jiangxi Province set a quota
for the Jiangxi Provincial Grid to import no more than 10 TWh of electricity, including the
scheduled transfer from the Three Gorges Dam and Gezhou Dam set by the central government,
and requires government approval whenever import needs arise. It even ordered the provincial
grid to cancel the trade of 733 gigawatt-hours of electricity after the trading had already been
completed on the market (NEA 2016b). In southern China, provincial government maneuvering
makes it difficult to reach an annual contract; by June 30, 2015, the governments still had not
signed a contract for 2015 inter-provincial trading, and a great portion of the inter-provincial
power exchange went through without any contractual basis (NEA 2016b). Several reasons
motivate such local government behavior, one of which is discussed in Section 2.2.4; others such
as local government official performance evaluation metrics are outside the scope of this
technical report.
The administrative plans are relatively stable from year to year with few short-term mechanisms
for adjustment. From January to April of 2013, for example, Central China Grid had excess
generation overall, but the grid still imported 6.34 TWh from Northern China Grid and 2.25
TWh from Northwest Grid as scheduled in the annual plan (NEA 2014). Short-term interprovincial trading is very limited, often used for emergency purposes only, and short-term interregional trading is almost non-existent (Central China Electricity Regulatory Bureau 2014;
Eastern China Grid Company 2016). As a result, the inefficiencies in the annual administrative
scheduling plan often cannot be adjusted in a timely manner.
2.2.3 Inter-Regional and Inter-Provincial Power Exchange Pricing
The third main issue for inter-provincial power exchange is pricing. The government sets the ongrid tariff and sales price for electricity generated from various sources in each province. And,
the grid companies use the spread between the electricity sales price and the on-grid tariff to
cover their transmission and distribution costs. The coal on-grid tariff is also known as the
“benchmark” price; RE receives a feed-in tariff on top of the benchmark price, which makes
their on-grid tariff higher than the price of electricity from conventional sources. For example,
Table 3 shows the 2015 average on-grid tariff prices for different sources of generation in
selected provinces.
As seen from Table 3, even though provinces with abundant RE resources such as Xinjiang and
Gansu have lower electricity sales prices than Henan, Hunan, and Shandong, the tariffs for RE
generation there are still much higher than the coal on-grid tariffs in the latter provinces. As a
result, when the inter-provincial trading is conducted under the existing framework of
administratively determined tariff regime, RE generation is not competitive against coal for
cross-provincial consumption.
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Table 3. Average On-Grid Tariff for Various Generation Technologies and Residential Electricity
Prices in Selected Provinces (Renminbi per Megawatt-Hour)

Province

Average
Electricity
Sales Price

Coal

Gas

Hydro

PV

Wind

Xinjiang

247.3

NA

248.8

974.2

559.8

436.81

Gansu

295.9

NA

239.5

1003.0

529.8

453.00

Henan

421.3

786.53

340.3

NA

609.9

606.83

Hunan

473.7

NA

361.3

NA

599.9

675.06

Shandong

421.1

NA

NA

1000.0

674.3

697.75

Source: NEA 2016f

In addition, the current inter-provincial and inter-regional power exchange prices are set through
central administrative planning and provincial government negotiation and do not realistically
reflect supply and demand. In fact, the administratively set price is usually higher than what the
market price would be, as indicated in the pilot trading discussed in Section 2.3. Even for the
“market trading” portion, during which prices are negotiated by the grid and the generation
companies, the prices are not always fair due to regulation inadequacy and information
asymmetry. For instance, Chinese regulation requires the grid operator to provide generation
companies with network typology, load, and main transmission corridor information (SERC
2005); in practice, such information is only disclosed to the regulators. Some SGCC dispatch and
trading agencies did not disclose transmission network typology to the generation companies,
and some did not disclose line congestion or day-ahead (DA) scheduling information as required
(NEA 2016b). 1 Some research suggests that the on-grid tariff can be relatively low while the
transmission price is relatively high in China. (CSER 2012)
In addition to the government-set portion of the inter-regional/provincial power exchange, some
provincial governments negotiate the partial market or market trading prices as well. In 2015,
Guangdong Province and Yunnan Province agreed to offer the excess electricity in Yunnan
(beyond the government-set plan) for public trading, but the generators did not participate in the
price negotiations; instead, the provincial governments settled the price for them. CSG provided
an estimate of the amount of potential power exchange based on system conditions (NEA
2016b).
2.2.4 Impact of Tax Policy on Inter-Provincial Trading
The benefits of the transmission network for large-scale RE integration are well understood in
China. Yet cross-regional/provincial consumption of RE is not primarily constrained by the
physics of the transmission system, but rather by the political and economic interests of the
importing and exporting provinces.

1

Because the “market trading” portion is very small in terms of total electricity generation, the regulatory agency
and the grid companies are not concerned with generation companies distorting the market with their market
power given the disclosed information. This may change with the power market reform.
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After the 1994 tax reform in China, the local government tax sources shrunk significantly. Sales
tax and customs duty go to the central government. Corporate income tax goes to either the
central or the local government, depending on the corporation’s affiliation. In other words,
income tax from national-level, state-owned enterprises (such as SGCC) is paid to the central
government, and income tax from provincial-level state-owned enterprises (such as Zhejiang
Provincial Energy Group, which owns more than half of the generation assets in Zhejiang) is
paid to the provincial government. Value-added tax (VAT) is split 3:1 between the central and
local governments. Most resource tax (such as for coal) goes to local governments with the
exception of oceanic resources and oil taxes, which are paid to the central government (MOF
2014). As a result, the provincial governments have a strong incentive to keep the local
generation companies and coal companies profitable in order to retain local government revenue
and local employment, instead of having a slightly lower electricity price that may increase the
government revenue from VAT. With the current economic slow-down, provinces are
increasingly reluctant to import power from out of state.

2.3 Experiments in Inter-Regional/Provincial Electricity Trading
in China

To break the bottlenecks described above, the National Development and Reform Commission
(NDRC) released a Notice on Improving Inter-Regional/Provincial Electricity Trading PriceFormation Mechanism and Related Issues to instruct power trading participants to negotiate
prices themselves or utilize a market; it further directs that new inter-regional/provincial traded
generation projects would be selected through competitive bidding (NDRC 2015).
Another potential channel through which to liberalize the inter-regional and inter-provincial
power exchange is direct power purchasing or offering cross-provincial retail options. In the past
10 years, most of the direct power purchasing has been limited to intra-provincial, but recently it
has been raised as a potential way of addressing the inter-regional and inter-provincial power
exchange issue (Bai et al. 2016). In 2016, NDRC issued an order to open up regional
transmission scheduling to direct power purchasing for the first time, including10–12 TWh (35.7
to 42.9%) of the scheduled transmission on the Yindong HVDC transmission line (NDRC 2016).
824 generation companies in four Northwest provinces and 30 end-users in Shandong Province
participated in the trading, resulting in a 10% reduction of electricity prices for the end
consumers in Shandong (Caixin Energy 2016; South China Morning Post 2016).
Nevertheless, the concluded deals were all from coal generators, whose offering price was
relatively lower than the price offered by renewable generators, reflecting the respective
government-set on-grid tariffs mentioned in Section 2.2.3. Therefore, a fundamental change in
the electricity pricing mechanism is needed for renewables to compete on a level playing field
with coal.
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3 Interstate Transmission in United States

Transmission planning, scheduling, and pricing follow two established models in the United
States. In this section, we introduce the two models and then describe in detail the more complex
of the two. The discussion then examines how interstate transmission happens against these two
institutional frameworks.

3.1 Regulatory Models

The United States has two institutional models for generator access to transmission: regional
transmission organizations (RTOs) and non-RTO balancing authorities (BAs). Non-RTO BAs
are the traditional mode of operation and are comparable to China’s provincial grids. RTOs are
more recent, having evolved over the past two decades in regions with relatively high
populations and load density. RTOs are geographically comparable to China’s regional grid
systems but exert a larger degree of operational control.
3.1.1 Balancing Authorities
A BA area is the geographic unit within which total metered generation is adjusted to match total
metered demand. A BA can be a single large transmission utility or it can be a joint operating
agreement among a number of transmission utilities operating in the same BA. Usually a BA is
contained within one state as a consequence of regulatory history, and one state may contain
more than one BA. Some large BAs in the United States cross state borders, often as the result of
mergers and acquisitions that combined small utilities into large ones.
The flow of electricity from one BA to another is tracked separately and included in the
balancing calculation. The BA manages spinning reserves on its system so that
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 + 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡 + 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡

for each operating interval t (NERC 2016). Most imports and exports between BAs are either
commercial wheeling of electricity from a generator in one BA to load in another or short-term
direct transactions by the BAs for reliability. The BA is also responsible for supporting system
frequency in real time.
The significant characteristic of the BA model is that transmission owners retain control of their
own systems separately from one another, subject to federal laws and regulations. The terms of
providing transmission service are contained in each owner’s open access transmission tariff
(OATT), which must be reviewed and approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC). States may not modify transmission rates approved by FERC (TETCO v. FERC 1996).
The OATT addresses three types of transmission customers (FERC 2007):
•

Native Load Customers: A utility may own transmission and at the same time have a
legal obligation to serve end-use customers. Native load customers are those the utility’s
transmission network must serve because of law, state franchise, regulatory requirement,
or contract.

•

Network Service Customers: Load served by a network service customer is functionally
similar to the utility’s native load, except that there is no franchise or similar legal
9
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obligation between the customer and the transmission utility. A network service customer
can be a municipally owned utility serving its own load, or it can be a large industrial
firm with its own generators.
•

Point-to-Point (PTP) Service Customers: PTP customers purchase service to move
electricity from a specific point of interconnection on the transmission utility’s system to
a specific point of delivery, often to a point of interchange with an adjacent transmission
network. PTP customers do not serve native load or network load.

Native load customers and network customers must designate generators as their network
resources. Generally, a designated network resource must be available for firm service to
network load at all times and may not be obligated to a non-network third party.
Federal regulations require that the transmission utility disclose the methodology it uses to
calculate the amount of transmission capability available for PTP service. This normally involves
combining an estimate of transmission system needs by native load and network customers with
obligations under other long-term contracts, and then estimating the remaining capacity that can
be served without curtailment. Both the methodology and the resulting availability must be
posted publicly on the transmission utility’s open-access, same-time information system
(OASIS). PTP service is available on a first-come, first-served basis.
Transmission utilities may sell both firm and non-firm PTP service. Firm PTP service has equal
reservation priority with native load customers and network customers. Non-firm PTP service
may be reduced, if needed, to serve other transmission customers.
Because each transmission utility has its own tariff, wheeling power from one BA to another
involves multiple sets of PTP charges—one for each BA along the path of the transaction. This
practice of layering one level of PTP charges onto another is often called “pancaking,” and can
result in significant transmission costs for moving electricity long distances.
If curtailment is necessary to maintain grid reliability, the transmission utility must treat network
and firm PTP customers in the same way it treats its own resources. The BA must curtail and
redispatch resources in a manner that relieves transmission congestion at the least cost, without
discriminating in favor of its own resources. If curtailment and redispatch are not enough to
maintain reliability, load shedding must also be done on a nondiscriminatory basis.
Apart from limits on non-firm PTP service, the only priority for transmission access is for the
continuation of firm service already under contract to a customer. This applies to any type of
transmission customer. Although native load customers do not have priority over network or firm
PTP customers, the transmission utility may have a statutory or regulatory obligation to upgrade
its transmission system if needed to serve native load customers. Moreover, because the
transmission utility is required to treat network and PTP customers the same as it treats itself, the
need for transmission expansion is driven equally by the need to serve native load, network load,
and firm PTP demand.
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3.1.2 Regional Transmission Organizations
RTOs in the United States combine several BAs into a single control area. A transmissionowning utility inside an RTO does not control the flow of power over its system, as it does in a
BA. The RTO operates under a consolidated OATT that governs the use of every transmission
line owned by all utilities that are in the RTO. All the transmission systems are operated as a
single transmission system (PJM 2010).
The regional network operated by the RTO is indifferent to state boundaries that fall within its
footprint. 2 All generators have equal access to the transmission network at their points of
interconnection regardless of which state they are in, provided they meet the RTO’s requirements
for interconnection. These requirements pertain to telemetry standards, having an agent to submit
economic offers on behalf of the generator, and other technical requirements that apply equally
to all generators.
The RTO conducts security-constrained economic dispatch (SCED) to determine which
generators are allowed to send power over the transmission system and which are not. SCED
optimizes generator dispatch across all the states covered by the RTO based on generator costs
(bid prices) and transmission limits (ERCOT 2016; PJM 2010). Therefore, a load center in one
state could be served by generation in other states if such interstate dispatch results in a lower
total cost of generation.
All load in an RTO is network load, and all generation connecting to the RTO system is network
generation. Therefore, there is no PTP transmission service from one point to another (even if the
points are in different states), and no differentiation between firm and non-firm transmission
service. Generator dispatch is determined by the offer prices submitted by generators and
suppliers of demand response throughout the RTO, optimized in the SCED. The lowest-price
offers are dispatched, subject to transmission constraints, generator ramping constraints, and
reliability requirements. Wind and solar resources, which have zero or near-zero marginal
generation costs, typically bid zero or near-zero offer prices. SCED reduces a generator’s
dispatch level economically based on the price at which the generator has offered its energy into
the market. This means that there is very little physical curtailment of wind power or any other
resource, except for unusual reliability events.
Generators that are dispatched receive payment at prices determined by the SCED. These are
known as locational marginal prices (LMPs) and are specific to each point at which electricity is
generated or consumed. An LMP represents the cost to the entire system of providing an
additional megawatt-hour of energy at the given location. If there is transmission congestion on
the system, LMPs will take on different values at different locations to account for the cost of
that congestion (i.e., system redispatch that reflects the cost of meeting demand with resources
that would not be operated if there were no congestion).

2

The Electric Reliability Council of Texas and the New York Independent System Operator are RTOs that
combined BAs that are all located entirely within their respective states.
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Because of their use of SCED, RTOs have no physical transmission rights and no guarantee of
dispatch from one point on the system to another. In these cases, RTOs use LMPs to compute
financial transmission rights (FTRs), also called congestion revenue rights (PJM 2010; ERCOT
2016). These instruments replace physical PTP transmission service with the ability to hedge
against congestion between two points on the grid. Thus, if a generator wants to move power to
load at a distant point on the system but anticipates transmission congestion between the two
points, it can secure FTRs that will provide the generator with supplemental revenue when
congestion occurs. This gives the generator more flexibility to reduce the price it offers into the
market, thus reducing the likelihood that it would be curtailed in SCED. FTRs are calculated
through power flow modeling conducted by the RTO to identify likely congestion paths. Most
FTRs are assigned by month and auctioned monthly, although some may be reserved for 6- or
12-month periods.
The RTO considers LMP differences in determining whether transmission upgrades are
reasonable. If the long-term cost of congestion as indicated by the affected LMPs is higher than
the cost of the transmission upgrade, the RTO often will authorize the upgrade.
RTOs in the United States that are adjacent to one another rely on joint operating agreements to
manage the flow of power from one RTO to another. For the purposes of SCED, a transmission
interface with another RTO is represented as another node on the edge of the system. The flow of
power is managed in accordance with the joint operating agreement with respect to reliability,
but the prices at which the transactions are settled are calculated in the SCED.
The point of interchange between two RTOs is represented as a node in each RTO’s separate
SCED. For example, moving wind generation from one RTO to load in another RTO would
involve two simultaneous scheduling efforts. In the RTO where the wind generator is located, the
node would be scheduled as load corresponding to the amount of power to be sent. In the
receiving RTO’s SCED, energy would be scheduled as generation injected at the interchange
node. The two SCED runs would determine the price at which the power would flow across the
interchange. Managing reliability issues associated with the exchange would be addressed by the
RTOs in accordance with their joint operating agreement.
Exchanges between RTOs and non-RTO BAs may be managed using trading hubs. A hub
represents a high-volume transmission interchange, usually a junction of several high-voltage
transmission paths converging on a major generating station. A hub outside the RTO’s service
area that has a transmission path into the RTO may be assigned a virtual node.

3.2 Drivers for Interstate Transmission in the United States that are
Related to Renewables

In the United States, transfers of renewable energy across state lines are common. Some of the
first large high-voltage interstate transmission lines in the United States were installed to connect
large government-built hydroelectric plants to load centers. As in China, these dams are operated
to provide electricity, control flooding, and provide irrigation (BPA 2016). 3 Public power entities
receive nearly all of the electricity, usually delivered across transmission networks operated by
federal agencies such as the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA). These wholesale power
3

See also the Tennessee Valley Authority website: https://www.tva.gov/About-TVA.
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customers include local utilities owned and operated by a city or town, rural customer-owned
electric cooperatives, and special utility districts created by local government. Hydropower
deliveries to these customers are generally allocated according to law or administrative
determinations. Grand Coulee Dam in the State of Washington is the largest electric generator of
any type in the United States with an operating capacity of 6,765 MW. BPA’s transmission
network crosses eight states and serves more than 130 public power entities.
Some investor-owned utilities in the western United States built interstate transmission in the
1970s and 1980s to connect new large-scale coal plants that were sited near fuel supplies but far
from major load centers. Some of these new lines passed through as many as three states.
Energy purchasers are the primary driver of whether renewable energy is transmitted across state
lines., They, in turn, are influenced by state renewable energy policies and cost considerations.
Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS), which have been adopted in 29 states and place binding
requirements on utilities or load-serving entities to procure RE (with penalties if they are not
met), significantly impact the location of RE development and transmission needs. Utilities often
seek least-cost generation to meet RPS requirements; therefore, they sometimes source from
cost-effective renewable generators in surrounding states, in accordance with specific policy
requirements.
RPS laws and their implementation regulations typically provide guidance on eligible renewable
resources and include locational eligibility considerations. Whether the state is within a larger
wholesale power market can influence geographic eligibility rules. Often, if a state is within a
wholesale power market, the broader power market is defined as the area of eligibility, and
eligible generation must be delivered to the broader market. For states in which electric markets
have not been restructured, eligible generators are sometimes required to deliver the energy to
the state, but rules vary. Locational requirements for distributed generation also typically differ
but are often required to interconnect to the local grid.
Geographic sourcing requirements in state RPS policies can generally be grouped into several
categories. In general, most requirements specify that renewable energy be generated within a
specified state or region or delivered to a specified state or region, while some states have, or
have had in the past, policy provisions to encourage in-state or in-region generation. In general,
these requirements influence the inter-state transmission of RE.
Typically, RE generators have the option to sell into at least several states; however, this can be
limited for generators located far from states with RPS policies. A recent analysis examined the
issue of geographic sourcing to meet RPS policies from the perspective of market opportunities for
RE generators. Accounting for recent changes in eligibility rules, a renewable generator located
in a particular state must sell power to states or regions that comply with an RPS (Holt 2016).
Outside of RPS policies, utilities or other buyers that procure RE purely for their own purposes
and without policy constraints are typically interested in procuring the least-cost RE available to
meet their needs. Delivery costs factor in to how long-distance RE compares economically with
local and distributed resource options. An earlier study by Hurlbut et al. (2013) examined
potential markets for renewable energy in the western United States outside of RPS markets and
what they might mean for transmission needs.
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3.3 Models for Planning and Using Cross-State Transmission

3.3.1 Wheeling across Existing Transmission between BAs
Wind energy can also move across states or utility service territories to supply other utilities with
RE. For example, Wyoming has more than 1,400 MW of wind energy capacity installed and
does not have an RPS requirement. However, it has very good wind resources and lands that are
suitable for wind power development, which translates to very cost-effective wind energy
generation—some of the lowest-cost wind resources in the United States. Wyoming wind energy
has been transported across the existing AC transmission network to other jurisdictions as far as
the Pacific Northwest. For example, Pacificorp, a utility that operates in six Western states
(California, Idaho, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming), owns nine wind farms in
Wyoming and purchases the output of six additional wind farms owned by others in the same
state. 4 The majority of Pacificorp’s customers are located on the West Coast, where aggressive
RPS policies are in place. The utility transmits the wind power to various locations to meet RPS
requirements in the states where it operates in compliance with geographic sourcing rules.
3.3.2 Direct Purchase within a Multi-State RTO
In the United States, wind generation is also commonly sold across state lines in multi-state
RTOs. For example, in the PJM RTO in the Eastern United States, many states have RPS
requirements with substantial targets of 20% renewables or more. This region also has several
states with high population density, urban corridors, and an overall lack of cost-effective wind
resources. Therefore, interstate procurement of renewable energy within the bounds of the large
RTO is common, as is interstate dispatch and use of the least-cost conventional generation.
Installed wind capacity in PJM is concentrated in a few states, which include Illinois, with 3,800
MW; neighboring Indiana, with 1,900 MW; and Pennsylvania, with more than 1,300 MW. 5
Many of the states in PJM specify that the renewables must be delivered to PJM to be eligible to
meet the RPS requirements. In addition, trade in Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) is
common across the RTO, enabling load-serving entities to procure RECs from eligible RE
facilities in the region. Together, the rules regarding RE delivering to the RTO and enabling the
use of RECs to meet compliance obligations have minimized the need for substantial new
transmission investments in the region.
3.3.3 HVDC “Superhighway”
Private transmission developers in the United States have proposed building new high-voltage
DC (HVDC) transmission to move wind power across several states to major load centers. These
proposed lines are similar to China’s long-distance, ultra-high voltage DC lines, except that they
would be used primarily for large-scale wind generation. Most such projects plan one HVDC
terminus in a region where wind power tends to have very high capacity factors and the other
terminus in or near a major load center. Projects have been proposed to move Wyoming wind
power to California, Texas wind power to Tennessee and the Southeast, and New Mexico wind
power to California.
4

For example, see the map of Pacificorp’s wind resources at
http://www.pacificorp.com/content/dam/pacificorp/doc/Efficiency_Environment/Wind_Projects_Map.pdf, accessed
October 3, 2016.
5
See the American Wind Energy Association wind energy database at
http://www.awea.org/Resources/Content.aspx?ItemNumber=5059 .
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Unlike the HVAC network wheeling model described in Section 3.4.1 above), an HVDC line
does not tie into any intermediate network lying between the DC terminals. Doing so would
require a DC-to-AC converter station at each interconnection point, which could make the
project prohibitively expensive if the intermediate network does not connect to a high-volume
market. Thus, a major consideration for an HVDC line is whether markets along the route are
large enough to provide a significant base of potential sales revenue.
The wind resources where the lines would begin typically have potential capacity factors of
45%–50% 6 (NREL 2010). In addition to generating higher amounts of electricity per megawatt
of installed capacity, wind projects would tend to have lower construction costs in remote areas
(ATB 2016). Land and labor costs in remote areas tend to be lower, and higher wind speeds
mean that towers do not need to be as high.
Economically, evaluation of an HVDC “superhighway” rests on the cost of transmission
compared to the difference in productivity between high-quality remote wind resources and
lower-quality wind resources that can connect to existing transmission. Mathematically,
𝐾𝐾𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 + 𝐾𝐾𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
< ?>
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

where K is the annualized project cost of remote wind, close wind, or HVDC transmission, and
MWh is the annual energy output from which the annualized project costs would be recovered.
K HVDC would increase annual costs for remote wind, but the higher value for MWh remote wind
would reduce the cost per MWh generated.
Recent analysis for an HVDC line from Wyoming to California suggests that the annualized cost
of Wyoming wind power plus a new HVDC line could be lower than the cost of obtaining the
same amount of electricity from new renewable resources located in California. The difference is
even larger if bringing in wind power from Wyoming eliminates the need for transmission in
California that would be needed to connect more in-state renewables to the California grid
(Corbus et al. 2014).
Obstacles to approval for an HVDC superhighway have included the lack of direct benefits to
states along the path of the line where there would be no power exchanges and a political
preference for local resources even if the cost were higher.

3.4 Local Protectionism Concerns

Local protectionism has been a concern in the design of policy provisions for geographic
sourcing of renewables. States have been subject to lawsuits claiming undue discrimination with
respect to in-state sourcing requirements or policies to encourage in-state renewable energy
generation (e.g., multipliers that credit in-state renewable generation at higher levels than other
generation). Some states have changed geographic sourcing requirements in Renewable Portfolio
Standard policies over time, due, in part, to these considerations.

6

That is, the energy production from one MW of capacity would be 3,900 MWh to 4,400 MWh per year.
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In the United States, interstate commerce is guided by the Commerce Clause of the U.S.
Constitution, which gives Congress the authority to regulate commerce across states. The
commerce clause also prohibits states from practicing economic protectionism and unduly
restricting interstate commerce. It ensures that states do not develop policies to benefit in-state
interests while placing undue burdens on competitors that are out of state (Elefant and Holt
2011).
States have used a variety of approaches to encourage local generation; some of those appear to
be more likely to resist legal challenges under the commerce clause. For example, some RPS
laws specify that it must be possible to deliver the energy from an eligible project to customers in
the state. Such delivery requirements, particularly regional requirements, are more likely to
withstand challenges than in-state or location-based requirements (Elefant and Holt 2011). In
addition, policy provisions encouraging distributed generation may be more defensible if the
requirements are based in neutral terms, such as if they are based on interconnection
requirements rather than requiring in-state installations per se, which may ultimately have the
same effect (Elefant and Holt 2011). Provisions in RPS policies that encourage in-state sourcing
have been challenged in some cases and may be vulnerable unless states can demonstrate legally
acceptable goals for such provisions. For example, legally acceptable goals for states can include
environmental protection, electricity reliability, energy conservation, safety, or resource
diversity, which can be weighed against the impact on commerce (Elefant and Holt 2011).

4 Summary

The United States has several models for interstate transmission planning, power exchange
scheduling, and pricing that vary by region. All rely to some extent on price-based economic
dispatch to schedule generation, while transmission planning focuses on the infrastructure
upgrades that will facilitate the most economically efficient generator dispatch. The growth of
renewable energy—especially large-scale wind power—has worked in accordance with these
diverse existing arrangements.
RTOs represent the most finely tuned approach to an inter-state market, and they tend to result in
the greatest economic efficiency of operations. In the United States, these integrated markets
often cross state boundaries, so there is no distinction between in-state load and out-of-state load
within the RTO. This allows infrastructure and operational savings to be shared. Unit
commitment and scheduling are done one day in advance. Dispatch is based on economic
selection—for each hour in the day-ahead scheduling market, and every five minutes in the realtime balancing market. This approach achieves the objective of meeting reliability standards and
serving demand at the lower possible cost. 7 As the costs of wind power and solar power have
come down, the economic dispatch conducted by an RTO provides clear price signals for
transmission upgrades to reduce curtailment. Because the entire RTO operates as a single
market, buyers can often choose from among many generators when seeking to procure power
directly.
At the other end of the spectrum are transfers between states that operate as economically
independent balancing areas, similar to the inter-provincial direct trading China is promoting
7

Subject to various transmission and operational constraints.
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now. These are slower-moving markets where exchanges of generation are negotiated bilaterally.
While scheduling and dispatch are not as finely tuned as they are in RTOs, individual buyers still
seek purchases at the lowest cost. For renewables, this often means wheeling power from a state
with excellent natural resources (e.g., wind, solar, or hydropower) across the transmission grid to
another state with a large load. These point-to-point transactions are accounted separately from
network load within the balancing area, although they occur on the same physical transmission
system. This between-area approach allows for more administrative oversight, but it could be
economically inefficient and could result in higher costs for end users.
In both cases, the cost of transmission service is accounted for separately from the cost of energy
and congestion. Transmission costs are seldom or never negotiated. Instead, competition takes
place with respect to the cost of energy, including the cost of managing congestion by changing
unit dispatch. Once purchases and schedules are decided based on the cost of energy,
transmission fees are added automatically based on the prevailing transmission tariff.
China and the United States have encountered similar issues with respect to strategic
interprovincial and interstate transmission planning for renewables. Among these common issues
are how to balance preferences for local energy development with what costs less for customers;
how to ration available transmission capacity among different types of resources; and how to
recover the cost of transmission investments. In the United States, the transition has been toward
market-based mechanisms that operate impartially within the bounds of federal and state policy
directives. These market mechanisms focus on energy bidding rather than on bidding for
transmission. If China considers a similar path, it may investigate the value of the following
options: wide adoption of economic decision-making throughout the planning and operation of
the power system; and moving towards more regional coordination in planning and operations,
which could involve having the existing grid companies taking on some of the appropriate roles
of RTOs such as operating the transmission system, hosting the electricity market, conducting
SCUC/SCED, and maintaining balance.
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Appendix: RTO Case Study of Midcontinent
Independent System Operator

The Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) is an RTO that covers a large part of
the central United States, where much of the country’s best wind resources are located. The map
in Figure 2 shows the MISO service area, along with existing U.S. wind development. Within
MISO, wind development is concentrated primarily in five states (Iowa, Minnesota, Illinois,
North Dakota, and Michigan), while the transmission network includes some or all of 15 states.

Figure 2. MISO (unshaded area) and U.S. wind development
Sources: SNL Energy, ESRI

As an RTO, MISO integrates resource plans ahead of time, maintains load-interchangegeneration-balance within a balancing authority area, and supports interconnection frequency in
real-time. This means that the balance of energy supply and demand must be maintained on the
electric transmission system in real-time.
The balance takes into account not only the generation and load within the MISO footprint, but
also the interchange of power between the MISO and other neighboring RTOs, such as PJM, and
other non-RTO neighbors such as Tennessee Valley Authority and Southern Company Services
(SOCO). In this section, we will introduce the transmission-scheduling process in the day-ahead
and real-time operation timescale for MISO, including both inter- and intra-RTO transmissions.
The transmission-scheduling process for other RTOs such as ISO New England and PJM may be
slightly different.
Transmission schedules are a plan to move energy from one location to another, across
transmission lines. A transmission schedule is generally created from an e-tag, which is a unique
identification tag created by market participants and submitted to MISO. A high-level
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transmission-scheduling process is shown in Figure 3. The market participants can reserve
transmission service on the transmission lines to facilitate the flow of power for their schedules.
E-tags are created to allow for full tracking of planned power flows from end to end. The
physical scheduling system (PSS) receives all tagged transactions and approves valid
transactions. The approved transactions are then sent to the dispatch engine to generate actual
dispatch instructions in the market.
Transmission
Reservation

Create E-tags

Physical
Schedule System

Dispatch

Transmission Line
capacity Reservation

End-to-End Desired
Power Flow Details

Approved Power
Flow

Actual Generation
Dispatch Instructions

Figure 3. Transmission scheduling process

In MISO, the bilateral transactions are contracts between parties for the transfer of and financial
responsibility for energy, from suppliers to consumers. There are two forms of bilateral
transactions: (1) financial schedules, which transfer financial responsibility within and across the
market footprint, and (2) interchange schedules, which transfer physical energy into, out of,
within, and through the MISO market footprint. The process of interchange schedules is
described below.
An interchange schedule is submitted via an e-tag by a purchase-selling entity representing
withdrawals and injections at specified locations. All interchange schedules specify (MISO
2015) the following:
•

Point-of-receipt (POR)

•

Point-of-delivery (POD)

•

Source point

•

Sink point

•

Megawatt (MW) quantity

•

Applicable time period

•

Transaction type and energy types with the OASIS product that can be used for each
transaction type

•

Market transaction and the interface node that is sent to a dispatch engine for market
calculation

•

The interface node or nodes that are sent to market settlements for settlement
calculations.

There are four different types of interchange schedules, shown in Figure 4 [MISO 2011]:
1. “Import” schedule, where the source point is external to the MISO market footprint and
the sink point is internal
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2. “Export” schedule, where the sink point is external to the MISO Market footprint and the
source point is internal
3. “Through” schedule, where the source point and sink point are external to the MISO
market footprint
4. “Within” schedule (for grandfathered agreements), 8 where the source point and sink point
are internal to the MISO market footprint.

External Control Area A External Control Area B

MISO
Import

Within

Export

Through

External Control Area C External Control Area D
Figure 4. Different types of interchange schedules in MISO

How Transmission Scheduling Addresses RE

Wind represents the most abundant clean energy fuel source in MISO. The footprint of MISO
also includes biomass power—the use of animal waste or plant matter to generate electricity—as
well as hydropower. MISO works with stakeholders to provide equitable solutions for tapping
into renewable energy-rich regions and creating opportunities for everyone to benefit from the
use of clean energy resources.
The transmission scheduling process at MISO is used for all types of generation resources,
including RE resources. Once the physical schedules are approved (see Figure 2), RE resources
will be dispatched along with all other generation resources within the MISO market footprint.
Note that MISO does not have particular transmission scheduling rules for RE resources, because
all resources should follow the same rules. Most of MISO’s wind resource is registered as
dispatchable intermittent resources (DIRs), and only a small portion is registered as non-DIR. RE
resources are eligible to supply energy but not operating reserves (including regulating, spinning,
or supplemental reserves). In the day-ahead market, DIRs demonstrate the same market
behaviors as traditional generation. All the generators, including DIRs, should cover the
parameters below in the DA market, including energy offer ($/MW), ramp rate (MW/min),
8

The “within” schedule is listed as the interchange schedule because the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
determined that certain grandfathered transactions would be carved out of the MISO market. These transactions
must be tagged to MISO as the balancing authority for the generation control area (GCA) and/or load control area
(LCA) and provide a grandfathered transmission service reservation. Within schedules must be accompanied by
transmission service provided according to the terms of a grandfathered agreement or MISO network service, or
may be accompanied by confirmed reservations of point-to-point transmission service.
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commit status and costs, and min and max limits (MW). In real-time, DIRs are different from
traditional generations in that DIRs use 5-minute power forecasting as the maximum generation
limit, while traditional generations use an hourly submitted limit. The detailed rules used to
determine the maximum limit for each DIR and each real-time interval is as follows:
•

If market participants submit wind power forecasts in this interval, the maximum limit of
energy output equals the forecasted power submitted by the participant.

•

If market participants did not submit wind power forecasts, and MISO provided the
forecast, then the MISO forecast will be used as the maximum limit.9

•

If neither the market participant nor the MISO provides the forecast, the state estimator
value will be used.

A detailed comparison of real-time market parameters among traditional generation, RE
resources as non-DIR, and RE as DIR is shown in Table 4 (MISO Workshop 2011).
Table 4. Real-Time Market Resource Comparison
Market Operation
Parameters

Traditional Generation

Renewable Energy
Resources as NonDIR

Renewable Energy
Resources as DIR

Offers

Energy and Operating
Reserve Offers

No Offers

Energy Offers Only

Ramp rates

Ramp Rates

No Ramp Rates

Ramp Rates

Limits

Hourly Max and Min
Limits

No Limits (use State
Estimation Data)

Hourly Min Limit
5-Min Forecast Max
Limit

Marginal

Can be Marginal

Cannot be Marginal

Can be marginal

Dispatchable

Yes

No (Manual Only)

Yes

Transmission Pricing and Cost Recovery within MISO

In an RTO with multiple balancing areas like MISO, there are two distinct settlement processes
(MISO 2016) 10:
•

Market Settlements – The market settlements process financially settles competitive
transactional activities by and between market participants within the RTO’s managed
transmission system. All energy dispatch is charged and paid in market settlements.

•

Transmission Settlements – The transmission settlements process financially settles
transmission customers’ use of MISO’s transmission system and mandated, noncompetitive ancillary services on a monthly calendar basis. Customer charges for

9

MISO has detailed wind power forecasting for each specific wind farm for each 5-min interval in its footprint (data
bought from a vendor). If market participants submit their own forecast data, the MISO data will not be used.
If market participants do not submit their own forecast data (this happens quite often), the MISO data will be used.
10
It should be noted that the content in this section is summarized from MISO. Rules and policies on other RTOs
might be slight different.
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transmission and ancillary services are collected and distributed to the transmission
owners and the providers of the mandated ancillary services.
The market settlement process will determine the day-ahead (hourly) and real-time (5-minutes)
LMP at each node of the system. LMP takes into account the effect of actual operating
conditions on the transmission system in determining the price of electricity at different locations
in the RTO region. The transmission settlement process will determine what charges
transmission customers incur and the revenue that must be distributed to transmission owners
and/or generation owners on a calendar month billing cycle. The RTO internal point-to-point
transmission service charge is calculated as follows (MISO 2016):
Charge PTP = RC PTP × ER S1 × Increment
where Charge PTP is the charge of point-to-point transmission service in U.S. dollars ($). RC PTP is
reserved capacity for each profile segment of the point-to-point reservation in MW. ER S1 is the
effective zonal rate included in the OASIS reservation profile segment in $/MW. It is calculated
based on some rules as shown in MISO’s tariff and approved by FERC. Increment is the duration
of a reservation prorated to the billing cycle based on the appropriate product type. For example,
for a weekly reservation for a two-week period, ER S1 would be the weekly rate and the
increment would be 2.

Transmission Flows from MISO to another RTO or BA

As shown in Figure 4, there are three types of interchange schedules between and among RTOs:
import schedule, export schedule, and through schedule. Market participants can select from
several types of schedules (MISO 2015), including those described in the following sections.
Fixed Interchange Schedules
Fixed interchange schedules are physical transactions that bring energy to and from the RTO at
the external interfaces. Market participants can use fixed interchange schedules to deliver energy
into, out of, or through the energy and operating reserve markets. Market participants submitting
this type of transaction to the RTO are “price takers” for that energy, which means they are
willing to accept any price that clears the market as long as they are dispatched. All fixed
interchange schedules’ energy prices are settled at the LMP for the applicable energy and
operating reserve market for the appropriate external interface physical nodes.
Dispatchable Interchange Schedules
Dispatchable interchange schedules are physical transactions that specify a bid or offer in
$/MWh. Dispatchable interchange schedules are supported in the day-ahead energy and
operating reserve market only, and are qualified only for import and export schedules. They are
not valid for through or within schedules. Prices determined in the day-ahead energy and
operating reserve market at the appropriate external interface physical nodes. Dispatchable
pricing per MWh has a minimum of $0 and a maximum of $1000 for import schedules and a
minimum of $0 and a maximum of $9999.99 for exports. Only one price pair per hour is
allowed, and partial hour pricing is not permitted. The price limits are determined by MISO
stakeholders, and may differ in other RTOs. Pricing information must be the same on multi-day
e-tags.
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Up-to-Transmission Usage Charge (TUC) Interchange Schedules
Up-to-TUC interchange schedules are physical transactions that indicate a willingness to pay the
TUC (in $/MWh), represented by a maximum amount beyond which the market participant
agrees to curtail. TUC is a charge attributable to the increased cost of energy delivered at a given
Commercial Node when the Transmission System is operating under constrained conditions or
due to losses on the system. The TUC is equal to the difference in the LMP at the sink and the
LMP at the source. For example, a market participant selects this transaction type may specify
the willingness to pay the TUC amount to be $15/MWh. If the LMP difference between the sink
and source nodes is greater than $15/MWh, the schedule will be curtailed. Note that market
participants can specify any amount of TUC they are willing to pay up to $25/MWh (this value is
determined in the MISO Tariff). Up-to-TUC interchange schedules are valid for day-ahead
markets only. The cleared amount determined in the DA is rolled into the real-time (RT). The
TUC is calculated based on the differences in LMPs between the source points and sink points.
A comparison of the three types of schedules is shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Comparison of the Three Types of Schedules
Interchange
Schedule
Type

Key Features

DA or RT
Market

Settlement

Fixed
interchange

The market participant would like to
schedule a certain amount (MWs) of
interchange at whatever price (i.e.,
price taker).

Both DA
and RT

Similar to the “must-run”
concept; the schedules are
settled for the LMP at
appropriate interfaces.

Dispatchable
interchange

A market participant can submit the
bid/offer to compete with other
market participants to win the
transmission schedule.

DA Only

The price for the schedule is
determined by DA LMPs at
appropriate interfaces.

Up-to-TUC

If the price difference between sink
and source nodes is higher than the
willingness to pay the TUC, the
schedule is curtailed.

DA Only

The price for the schedule is
determined by DA LMPs at
appropriate interfaces.
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